CASE STUDY

Demand Media Google
Analytics Premium Case Study
BACKGROUND
Demand Media operates popular web properties like eHow.com, Livestrong.com, and
Cracked.com. These sites attract visitors entering long-tail search queries, and Demand
Media retains them with related content and social interaction. In addition to the breadth
of content, and volume of traffic the Demand Media sites receive, roughly 3 billion
interactions per month occur in Demand Media’s social media properties, and it’s YouTube
channels average over 1.5 million page views per day.

CHALLENGE

PROJECT

Helping one of the web’s
largest publishers migrate
to a solitary and adoptable
analytics platform.

Demand Media needed a primary data collection platform to replace Adobe Insights. In
addition to the needs of sophisticated data scientists, many other stakeholders just needed
simple access to analytics reports and data. Google Analytics Premium was an obvious
choice to meet both of these needs. In addition to the extensive volume of traffic and
content on the larger Demand Media sites, there were also hundreds of additional domains
that needed to be included in the main analytics accounts.
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SERVICES

GOOGLE ANALYTICS
PREMIUM IMPLEMENTATION
& CONSULTING

SOLUTION
6D Analytics worked with Demand media to put optimal data collection, account and profile configuration,
and reporting and export capabilities in place. Using Google Tag Manager in conjunction with Universal
Analytics, 6D Analytics was able to simplify the maintenance of standard and custom tracking code. Using
best practices, and taking advantage of all Premium and relevant beta features in Google Analytics, 6D
Analytics then helped organize a fragmented legacy configuration of accounts, properties and views,
into a system that was easy for the central analytics team, and individual product groups, to utilize.
Using the Google Analytics Premium Session Level Export to Google BigQuery, 6D Analytics enabled
Demand Media to extract all analytics data for detailed analysis, utilization in Tableau, and storage in the
organization’s own Hadoop databases. 6D Analytics continues to support Demand Media in getting the
most value out of Google Analtyics Premium, and elevating the sophistication and use of analytics data
across the organization.

RESULTS
Google Analytics is being used by more stakeholders, with more accuracy, and more effectiveness at
Demand Media. Now the primary data source for site and marketing analytics, the value of Premium has
proven to be far greater then the previous analytics platform, and homegrown analytics solutions that
were being used.
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